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A GaAs 4-bit shift register operating up to 5 Gb/s has been
successfully developed as one of the important elements in future
high-speed digital communigation systems and measuring instruments. It was
fabricated using a 0.5 Fn hlNx-gate buried p-layer LDD (BP-LDD)
self-aligned GaAs MESFET process a4d a source coupled FET logic (SCFL)
circuit. The k-value ( 4.80 mA/V-10lln ) for the 0.5 Fm gate BP-LDD
structured FET was 2.7 times as large as that for a 1.0 Fn gate LDD
structured FET. The naximum operating frequency was 2.3 tines as fast as
that for a 1.0 pn gate LDD structured FET.

INTRODUCTION

GaAs digital ICs have become

increasingly important in high-speed
digital communication systems and neasuring
iristruments. In this application field, a

Gb/s shift register is one of the leading
devices. The fastest sh.ift register
reported to date operated at a clock
frequency of up to 3.0 GHz t1l. In order to
achieve higher speed operation, it is
necessary to increase the transconductance
(Sn) and reduce the gate capacitance (CSs)

of the GaAs MESFETs.

In this paper, a GaAs 4-bit shift
register operating at S GHz is presented
for.the first time. It. was fabricated using
a 0.5 Frn WNx-gate buried p-layer LDD

(BP-LDD) self-alj.gned GaAs MESFET process
and an SCFL circuit. In addition, the
effects of gate length shrinkage on
high-speed operation is discussed.

CIRCUIT DESIGN

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the
4-bit shift register, which is composed of
four master-slave D-type flip-flops with a
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3-input NOR gate, and input buffer and

output buffer circuits. The input/output
interfaces and supply voltage were designed
to be ECl-compatible.

The basic circuit is an SCFL (source

coupled FET logic [2]), as shown in Fig.2.
The key points in design for the circuit
paraneters are the optinization of the
logic swing voltage ([V), while maintaining
a required noise margin (Vnrn), and of the
FET threshold voltage (Vth). The logic
swing voltage ([V) is given by

^/V=Vgs+Vnn-Vth
=Rl Is 

'

where Vgs is the gate-source voltage, Rl is
the load resistor and IS is the sink
current. In the authors' design, both
values of Vgs and Vnn were determined to be

0.35 V. The FET threshold voltage was

chosen as -O.2 V. The logic swing voltage
of 0.9 V was determined from Eq,(1). The

loacl resistor of 510 ohms was designed for
the sink current value I*=1.8 mA (Wg=18

Fm).

(1)
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FABRICATION PROCESS

The 4-bit shift register was fabricated
using BP-LDD structured 0.5 Fn WNx-gate

GaAs MESFETs with a shallow n-channel

Iayer. Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional
view of a 0.5 Fm BP-LDD self-aligned GaAs

MESFET.

An n-channel layer was formed by Si

ion-implantation at 25 KeV with a dose of
7xlo72 " 

-2 into undoped semi-insulating
3-inch diameter LEC GaAs wafers. The buried
p-layer was forned by MS i.on-implantation
at 180 KeV with a dose of z.5xto72 "r-2.
Post-implantation annealing was performed

at 820 oC for 20 min in an Ar+AsH3 mixed

atmosphere without any encapsulating filn.
The lrlNx fi]n was deposited by reactive RF

magnetron sputtering in an Ar+Nz mixed Bas.

The 0.5 pn gate lithography was delineated
by an electron bean. The source/drain n'

and o* layers were forrned by Si

ion-implantation at 45 KeV with a dose of
t. gxt013 

" 
-2 and at 105 KeV with a dose of

sxto13 "^-Z , respectively. The o* region

was separated from the gate netal by a 0.3

Fm long side wall. And a load resistor
layer was forned by Si ion-inplantation at

130 KeV with a dose of 2. oxto13 "t-2.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

FET characteristics
Figure 4(a) shows the Vth shift as a

function of the gate length in the BP-LDD

structured FET, compared with the
conventional LDD structured FET t3l. 0pen

circles correspond to the Vth shift for the
LDD structured FET formed by Si*
irnplantation at 45 KeV for the n-channel

1ayer, without a p-layer. The closed

circles are for the BP-LDD structured FET

with a 25 KeV n-channel layer. In the
conventional LDD structured FET, the Vth

shift started at around 0.8 pm gate length,
and reached 450 nV at 0.5 pn gate length.

0n the other hand, the Vth shift in the

BP-LDD structured FET was as snall as 100

mV even at 0.5 p gate length.
Figure 4(b) shows the dependence of the

K-value on the gate length. As shown in
this figure, the short-channel effect was

sufficiently suppressed at the gate length
of 0.5 pm, and a hieh K-value of 4.80

2
mA/V-10um was obtained. This value was 2,7
times as large as that of a 1.0 pn LDD

structured FET. The transconductance (gn)

was typically 410 mS/mm at Vth=-0.1 V,

Vds=1 V and Vgs=O.4 V.

SCFL circuit performance

In order to evaluate the basic
performance of the SCFL circuit, several
test devices were constructed on the chip.
The propagation delay time and toggle
frequency were measured by using 1S-stage

ring oscillators and Ll4 dividers,
respectively. The propagation delay time
was typically 30 psec/gate at 33 mWlgate

power dissipation (Vss=-S .2 V) .

The 1/4 divider, which was constructed
from two T-type f lip-f lops, operated at
11.3 GHz toggle frequency (FtoS). It was

measured at the designed bias condition
(Vcs=O.7 V, Vss=-S.2 V) on the wafer. The

Ftog, fls a function of power dissipation
(Pd) for one T-F/F, is shown in Fig.5,
compared with that of a 1.0 pm gate

conventional LDD structured FET. A 35 %

reduction in Pd/FtoS and a 2.5 times high
speed in Ftog were attained for the divider
with a 0.5 pn gate BP-LDD structured FET.

4-bit shift register performance

High-speed testing was perforned

directly on the wafer using a 50 ohm

measurement system. Figure 6 shows an

output (OUT3) waveform at 5 GHz clock
frequency for the serial input mode, where

the input data pattern was

"01011010010f0100". The power dissipation
was 2 W including the IIO interface
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circuits (Vss=-5 .2 V) .

Figure 7 shows the input bias margin

characteristic for the 4-bit shift
register. The horizontal axis shows the

input clock frequency (Fck), and the

vertical axis shows the input clock bias

level (Vcb) for an input amplitude of 0.9

V. It was found that this device operated

up to 5 GHz clock frequency, which was

limited by the maximum frequency of the

data generator being commercially available
at present. This figure shows that this IC

can guarantee up to 4,5 GHz in the case of
a *150 nV bias nargin for the ECL input
bias level (Vcb=-I.3 V).

The maximum operating frequency (Fnax)

of the'4-bit shift register and Ftog of the
114 divider were conpared with those of a

1.0 lm gate conventional LDD st.ructured
FET. The dependence of Ftog and Fmax on

gate length are shown in FiS.B. The Fmax

for 0.5 pr gate length, which was estimated

by extrapolating in Fie.7, was 2.3 times as

fast as that for 1.0 Fn gate length. And

the constant ratio of Frnax to Ftog was

roughly 0.5:1, up to 0.5 Fm gate length. A
still faster operation should be possible

by shrinking the gate length to the quarter
micrometer region. For O.25 pm, Fmax of 10

GHz and 2O GHz Ftog can be expected.

FiS.1 Block diagram of
4-hit shift register

Fie.2 D-type latch
circuit with SCFL

CONCLUSIONS

A GaAs 4-bit shift register for giga-bit
rate digital commumication systens and high
speed measuring instruments has been

successfully fabricated by adopt.ing 0.S Fn
hlNx-gate buried p- layer (BP) LDD GaAs

MESFETs. A 5 GHz clock frequency operation
was achieved at a power dissipation of 2 W.

In this paper,the effects of gate length
shrinkage on high-speed operation have been

discussed. The toggle frequency (FtoS) of
the 114 divider and the naximum operating
frequency (Fmax) of the shift register with
a 0.5 Fn BP-LDD structured FET were Z.s
tines and 2.3 tines as fast as those of a

1.0 Fn gate LDD structured FET,

respectively. An Fmax of 10 GHz and ZO GHz

Ftog can be expected for quarter
micrometers.
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